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« Non Theatrical Video Distribution Rights of a Videogram («DVD») or by transmission of a digital video via Internet
(«Streaming»): means the right to distribute and exhibit the Program for non-commercial purposes before Authorized
Users in a Public domain. This Right excludes the Right to modify, reproduce, resell or charge a fee to view the Program.
• DVD Price: As displayed on our website, Price A and Price B apply to the following institutions :
 Price A: School boards and districts, resource centres, post –secondary colleges, universities, central or regional
public libraries, companies, organizations or associations
 Price B: elementary and secondary schools, municipal public libraries, CLSC.
 DVD shipping is $17 for the 1st item plus $1 for each additional item
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Format and Delivery of Licensed titles:
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2. Delivery and Handling fees: $25 + $1 for each title
Note: All prices are subject to change without prior notice. Taxes applicable as per province. Payment is net 30 days.
Satisfaction guaranteed: If you are not entirely satisfied, return your purchase within 30 days of shipping for
replacement or reimbursement.
Many of our English titles are also available in French. Call us for a French catalogue
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact Sonia Maltais (Institutional Sales)
1-800-858-2183 or soniamaltais@cinefete.ca

Ask for a User name and password for our preview portal:
https://cinefetepreviewportal.com/index.php
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.1

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/cow_factory_a259013_t.mp4.mp4

COW FACTORY

• Version: « Et l'homme créa la vache »
[DVDA259-013] 1 x 50 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Animal Culture, Natural Science

AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

How would you like your cow? Plump? Hornless? Producing lactose-reduced or insulin-enriched
milk? A journey to the heart of a revolution in progress - the animal gene. An XXL-sized Belgian cow,
swollen with a specific gene in order to maximize its weight and muscle structure.
American scientists are working on the cow of the future, able to generate “eco farts” in order to
reduce global warming...

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/king-coffee#.XTizPi17SV4

NEW!

.2

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/kingcoffee_a173042_t.mp4

KING COFFEE

• Version: «Le café: la revanche du petit noir »
[DVDA173-042] 1 x 52 minutes | 2018 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Food, Industry and Commerce, Lifestyles

AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

Oh that little expresso in the morning… whether at the corner café, at home or with colleagues at
the office, who doesn’t follow the daily ritual?... On a global scale, coffee is the most consumed drink
after water. In value it is the world’s biggest agricultural product... And things are not likely to
change, because consumption of coffee is on the rise, driven by new ways of consuming it. Over the
last ten years the “regional” trend has become evident with the boom in coffee shops where baristas
serve coffee as if it were wine. Behind their glistening neo-retro percolaters they talk of body, power,
fruit, bitterness… It looks as if the “quick brew” is becoming “grand cru”.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/art-of-television#.WagH_q17RTY

.3

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/art_of_television_penn_f296s0305_t.mp4

THE ART OF TELEVISION

• Version: «The Art of Television »• COLLECTION: «THE ART OF TELEVISION»
[DVDA296-S01] 6 x 26 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 175/995 — $DVD B: 70/410
Cat: Radio and Television, United States

ARTS

The series The Art of Television explores modern television directing and those who stand behind the
camera through intimate and never-before-seen portraits. Six directors from the most iconic TV
shows, such as The Sopranos, Game of Thrones, The Good Wife, Law & Order, Six Feet Under and
Mad Men welcome us into their home and walk us through their carrier and work methods...
01. Alan Poul ( Six feet under, Rome, The Newsroom) 02. Jennifer Getzinger ( Mad Men, Masters of Sex, the Big C…) 03.
Rosemary Rodriguez ( The Good Wife, The Walking Dead, Jessica Jones) 04. Tim Van Patten ( The Sopranos, The Pacific,
Boardwalk Empire) 05. Matthew Penn ( Law & Order, Damages, Royal Pains) 06. Alan Taylor ( Game of Thrones,
Deadwood, Homicide
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NEW!

COSPLAY CULTURE

• Version: « Culture Cosplay »
[DVDA293-002] 1 x 90 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Fashion and Costume , Lifestyles
Featuring the work of talented cosplayers from around the world, this documentary will bring you
from North America’s ComicCon & Otakuthon to the mecca of cosplay: Japan. Travel with us from
the PGL Cosplay championship in Romania to the World Cosplay Summit in Nagoya, through New
Orleans Krewe of Chewbacchus parade. Explore the workshop of world class cosplayers, discover
Akihabara Otaku’s culture and learn about the origin of cosplay.

ARTS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ever-the-land#.V-aSiUtGxJQ

.5

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/ever_the_land_a291001_t.mp4

EVER THE LAND

[DVDA291-001] 1 x 90 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Architecture, Aboriginal Peoples
Ever the Land explores the sublime bond between people and their land through a landmark
architectural undertaking by one of New Zealand’s most passionately independent Maori tribes, Ngāi
Tūhoe... The new building is the binding character in this observational documentary that immerses
us in a culture that is tightly woven into its land and an architecture that is defined by its intergrity to
it. This is a film about past and future, tradition and modernity...

ARTS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/four-seasons-with-dior#.WvNOirb6eUk

NEW!

.6

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/fourseasons_withdior_a173040_t.mp4

FOUR SEASONS WITH DIOR

• Version: « Quatre saisons chez Dior »
[DVDA173-040] 1 x 57 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Fashion and Costume

ARTS

2017 was a historic year for Christian Dior. The fashion house celebrated 70 years of French haute
couture history. One of the year’s highlights was the appointment of Maria Grazia Chiuri, former
artistic director of Valentino, as Dior’s first female creative director in its history. To underline this
historic moment, she presented her debut couture collection in Paris. Along with this eagerly
awaited event in the fashion world, Christian Dior concurrently launched its new store in Tokyo. The
film takes us behind the scenes, on a year’s journey into the inner workings of the formidable fashion
house, experiencing these events alongside seamstresses, apprentices, milliners... All those who
contributed to make Dior a temple of excellence.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/howtolookpainting_doesntlook_a128s0509_t.mp4

HOW TO LOOK AT A PAINTING

• COLLECTION: « HOW TO LOOK AT A PAINTING»
[DVDA128-S05] 12 x 24 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 195/2 100 — $DVD B: 80/865
Cat: Drawing, Painting and Print
This dazzling art series reveals a fresh and exciting perspective on how to truly appreciate and better
understand the world of painting. Senior curator and best-selling arts author Justin Paton takes us on
a highly visual journey of exploration across the painted world to uncover and examine the marvels
and mysteries of painting. He demystifies art by guiding viewers through the historical and
contemporary world of painting over 5,000 years...

ARTS

01. How to Look at a Painting… and Discover a New World 02. How to Look at a Painting…of the Body 03. How to Look at a
Painting…of a Place 04. How to Look at a Painting…and Connect the Old and New 05. How to Look at a Painting…of a Face
06. How to Look at a Painting…and Take a Leap of Faith 07. How to Look at a Painting…of Nothing 08. How to Look at a
Painting…that Wants to Change the World 09. How to Look at a Painting…that Doesn't Look Like a Painting 10. How to
Look at a Painting…in a Museum 11. How to Look at a Painting…and Start a Collection 12. How to Look at a Painting…on
Your Own

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/intelligent-hand#.VzTjoktGxJQ

.8

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/intelligent_hand_a277001_t.mp4

THE INTELLIGENT HAND

[DVDA277-001] 1 x 45 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 195/ — $DVD B: 80/
Cat: Design and Decorative Art
This documentary delves into the lives and work of five extraordinary craftsmen and women from
different corners of the globe: a jewelry-maker in Mumbai, a dress designer in Taipei, a Luthier
(guitar-maker) in New York, a bag-maker in Moscow and finally a bell founder in France. Operating at
the very pinnacle of their professions, their relationship with Craft shines a light on its true value,
and what we stand to lose if it becomes a thing of the past.

ARTS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/j-l-sert-a-nomadic-dream#.V9lwv0tGxJQ

.9

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/jjlsert_a_nomadic_dream.mp4

J.L. SERT, A NOMADIC DREAM

[DVDA285-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Architecture, Biography

ARTS

Josep Lluís Sert was a brilliant, Spanish architect and the first to attain international fame in his
country. He was a man of contradictions, a contentious presence –free verse in a world dominated
by replicas and serial reproductions. He dared to be an avant-garde architect in his home country, a
country ruled under the most absolute of conservatisms. His love of art brought him into contact
with the likes of Le Corbusier, Picasso, Miró and Chagall...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/leonardovinci_universalman_a196023_t.mp4

LEONARDO DA VINCI: THE UNIVERSAL MAN

• Version: « Leonard Da Vinci: l’homme universel »
[DVDA196-023] 1 x 52 minutes | 2019 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Art History, Multidisciplinary, Biography, Natural Science, Physics
Leonardo Da Vince, the man who painted Mona Lisa, conceived the ball bearing and gave the first
clinical description of atherosclerosis. On the occasion of the 500th anniversary of his death, this
documentary takes a close look at the genius that is Leonardo Da Vinci. Gathering clues thanks to
research and encounters with the most outstanding specialists on Leonardo Da Vinci we travel
through time thanks to an imaginary museum to examine the Renaissance genius that he was.

ARTS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ingmar-bergman-behind-the-mask#.Wx_eTi17SHs

NEW!

.11

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/persona_filmsaved_bergman_a196020_t.mp4

PERSONA, THE FILM THAT SAVED INGMAR BERGMAN

• Version: « Persona, le film qui a sauvé Ingmar Bergman »
[DVDA196-020] 1 x 53 minutes | 2018 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Cinema and Film Arts, Biography
The only director to have been awarded the Palme des Palmes at Cannes, Ingmar Bergman can be
seen as the uncontested master of “cinéma d’auteur”. Tarantino, Woody Allen or Michael Haneke
regard the director as the absolute film-maker, whose life and work have no equivalent. Ten years
after his death, as we prepare to celebrate the centenary of his birth, this film recounts a single year
in Bergman’s life. A pivotal year, a crazy year, in which he would die, and then be reborn thanks to
his passion for cinema, and one film: "Persona".
July 14, 2018 will the 100th anniversary of his birth.

ARTS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/seiji-ozawa-the-living-spirit-of-music#.V72gAUtGxJQ

.12

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/seiji_ozawa_a212011_t.mp4

SEIJI OZAWA, THE LIVING SPIRIT OF MUSIC

• Version: « Seiji Ozawa, le souffle de la musique »
[DVDA212-011] 1 x 54 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Music, Biography

ARTS

At the age of 80, Seiji Ozawa is one of the last living legends of a bygone golden age of conducting. A
pupil of Charles Munch and Herbert von Karajan, he was Leonard Bernstein’s assistant before taking
over as director of the prestigious Boston Symphony Orchestra, which he led for thirty years... Seiji
Ozawa is different: coming from Asia, he has maintained a reserve, a respect for the musicians in the
orchestras he leads. He also conducts without a baton...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/birth_of_prinAng_a259014_t.mp4

THE BIRTH OF PRINTING, THE GUTENBERG REVOLUTION

• Version: « Gutenberg, l'aventure de l'imprimerie »
[DVDA259-014] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Biography, Middles Ages, Media and Communications
Gutenberg is responsible for the most significant invention of the medieval period: movable type
printing. How could such an invention have come about in 15th-century Europe? This ambitious
docudrama aims at showing exactly that: the struggle of an inventor who challenged the society of
his time. This is an epic tale, with a protagonist who is by turns tenacious, cantankerous, shrewd,
bold, cunning, epicurean, and passionate...

BIOGRAPHY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/doctor-mukwege-the-wrath-of-hippocrates#.V6IQjUtGxJQ

.14

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/doctor_mukwege_wrath_hippocrates_a283001_t.mp4

DOCTOR MUKWEGE, THE WRATH OF HIPPOCRATES

• Version: « Docteur Mukwege, la colère d’Hippocrate »
[DVDA283-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Violence and Abuse, Women
Dr. Mukwege, a Congolese gynecologist, who has won many awards including the 2014 European
Union’s Sakharov Prize, is internationally known , as “the man who mends women”. He has helped
heal both physically and emotionally over a thousand women who have been brutally raped during
the 20 years of conflicts in the Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo, one of the poorest
countries on the planet, despite its extremely rich sub-soil...

BIOGRAPHY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/face-to-face#.Ve2dA0tGwb8

.15

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/facetoface_jobs_gates_a264s0102_t.mp4

FACE TO FACE

• COLLECTION: « FACE TO FACE»
[DVDA264-S01] 9 x 52 minutes | 2013-2015 | $DVD A: 235/1 800 — $DVD B: 90/690
Cat: Cinema and Film Arts, Fashion and Costume, Biography, Industry and Commerce,

Government, Astronomy and Space Science, Sports, Computers

BIOGRAPHY

Face to Face is a series of comparative portraits featuring two well-known figures, seen through the
prism of their rivalry. Adversaries, opponents, the best or worst of enemies… they have all been
groundbreaking leaders in their fields : politics, science, technology, economy or the arts.
01. Chanel vs Schiaparelli: The Black and the Pink 02. Jobs vs Gates: The Hippie and the Nerd 03. Korolev vs Von Braun: The
Space Race 04. Mandela vs De Klerk: Enemies for Peace 05. Pepsi vs Coca: The Battle of the Century 06. Dassler vs Dassler:
Puma Against Adidas 07. Rubinstein vs Arden: Powders of War 08. Visconti vs Fellini: Italian Standoff 09. Lagerfeld vs Saint
Laurent: The Reason & the Passion

__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/tolkien_designer_of_worlds_va.mp4

J.R.R. TOLKIEN, DESIGNER OF WORLDS

• Version: « J.R.R. Tolkien, des mots, des mondes »
[DVDA196-006] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Biography, English Literature
For many people, the English writer JRR Tolkien (1892-1973) is above all the author of the Lord of the
Rings, the film series directed and produced by Peter Jackson from 2001 to 2003. But what most
people are unaware of is that this immensely successful novel is only the tip of a monumental
corpus, started in the 1910s, and which Tolkien pursued to the day he died in 1973.

BIOGRAPHY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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NEW!
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/karenblixen_african_night_a196021_t.mp4

KAREN BLIXEN, AN AFRICAN NIGHT'S DREAM

• Version: « Karen Blixen, le songe d'une nuit africaine »
[DVDA196-021] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Biography, International Literature, Women
From Kenya to Denmark, the true story of "Out of Africa".
A pioneer in her time, Karen Blixen is today regarded as one of the 20th century’s great writers.
Between her home country of Denmark, where she would also write, and Kenya, her adopted home
for 17 years, she led an exceptional life. She would truly find herself in Africa, a continent she deeply
loved, where she experienced great joy and great sorrow, and finally return to the point of
departure, the family home, where she would ease her pain through writing. “No-one paid a higher
price to become a writer than I“.

BIOGRAPHY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/world-according-to-xi-jinping#.XSOUwy0lCV4

NEW!

.18

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/worldaccording_toxijinping_a269010a_t.mp4

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO XI JINPING

• Version: «Le Monde selon Xi Jinping »
[DVDA269-010 A] 1 x 52 minutes | 2018 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Biography, Contemporary History, Global Politics, Asia

BIOGRAPHY

January 15th, 2017 will remain etched in stone as a historical moment when China’s president of 4
years took centre stage at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland. This year the American
chair was empty. The master of ceremonies was Xi Jinping, China's president and the leader of the
world's biggest communist country, giving lessons in economic liberalism to the rest of the world.
Never before had a Chinese leader taken such a central role on the international stage. Behind an
affable exterior, a war machine is on the move to make the "Chinese dream" come true, a vengeance
so hoped for by an entire people to see a proud, all-conquering and imperial China on the front
scene.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/businessrevolution_bigdata_a264s0203.mp4

BUSINESS REVOLUTION

• Version: « Business Révolution »• COLLECTION: « BUSINESS REVOLUTION»
[DVDA264-S02] 10 x 28 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/2 000 — $DVD B: 90/765
Cat: Industry and Commerce
In a fast-paced changing world, Business Revolution will give you the keys to understand the
disruptions that are shaking up companies. This 10 part series will show you how companies are
breaking taboos to invent new business-models. With each episode, men and women will share their
expertise and vision on digital, innovation, management, customer experience and responsibility.

BUSINESS AND LABOUR

01. Innovation Has Its Own Revolution 02. Management Has Its Own Revolution 03. Big Data, Big business 04. The Digital
Emergency 05. Gender equality, A Corporate Performance Driver 06. What if we Could Revitalize Capitalism? 07.
Omnichannel is Revolutionizing Business 08. The Power of Conversation 09. Corruption, the Double Penalty 10.
Employees, the Holy Grail of Engagement

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/deaths-on-credit#.WaXFfK17RTY
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/deaths_on_credit_a25901S_t.mp4

DEATHS ON CREDIT

• Version: « Morts à crédit »
[DVDA259-015] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Economy, Finance, Lifestyles
Three people kill themselves every day in France because they’ve become trapped in a vicious spiral
of debt. All over Europe, household over-indebtedness is on the rise; it’s a ticking time bomb.
Though it doesn’t always lead to suicide, it often causes a ‘little death’ of economic and social
exclusion and serious psychological distress, a nightmare from which it is extremely hard to escape...

BUSINESS AND LABOUR

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/hurricane-the-anatomy#.V8BBDUtGxJQ
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/hurricane_anatomy_winds_a287s0102_t.mp4

HURRICANE, THE ANATOMY

• Version: « Ouragans »• COLLECTION: « HURRICANE, THE ANATOMY»
[DVDA287-S01] 2 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/425 — $DVD B: 90/160
Cat: Climate Change , Astronomy and Space Science, Earth Science

CLIMATE CHANGE

Hurricanes are the strongest storms on earth. Many begin as harmless breezes from Northern Africa;
inoffensive winds that gradually move westwards over the tropical Atlantic Ocean, gathering energy
from the warm seawater, building in strength and gradually forming the unmistakable spiral of
extreme winds and thunderstorms that characterize hurricanes. This series is a witness to the
devastation wreaked by one of the most powerful forces on earth...
01. Predicting the Unpredicatable 02. Winds of Change

__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/prophecy_warning_climate_change_a242013_t.mp4

THE PROPHECY: A WARNING OF CLIMATE CHANGE IN ALASKA

• Version: «La prophétie des Yupiks »
[DVDA242-013] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Climate Change , Aboriginal Peoples, United States
Decades before scientists recognised the looming dangers of climate change, the elders of one of
Alaska’s indigenous groups, the Yupik people, shared a profound warning with their children. “When
the world changes”, they said, “the weather will change along with the people”. Over fifty years
later, the impact of climate change on Alaska’s environment and population is becoming more and
more visible...

CLIMATE CHANGE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82515?preview=true#.VMF_8EtGwb8
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/voyagecontinents_northamerica_a259s0201_t.mp4

VOYAGE OF THE CONTINENTS

• Version: «La valse des continents »• COLLECTION: « VOYAGE OF THE CONTINENTS»
[DVDA259-S02] 5 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/1 060 — $DVD B: 90/405
Cat: Physical Geography, Earth Science , Africa, Canada, Latin America, United States,

Caribbean

Via the epic of continental drift, we travel to Africa and the Americas, to meet scientists who are
carrying out state-of-the-art research on the most emblematic landscapes of each geological event.
With these scientists we discover the sites in a new light – landscapes that we often see but rarely
look at closely.

EARTH SCIENCE

01. North America 02. Central America 03. South America 04. The Origins Of Africa 05. Africa Today

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/nuclear-hope#.VpFI7UtGwb8
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/nuclear_hope_a274001_t.mp4

NUCLEAR HOPE

• Version: « Espoir nucléaire »
[DVDA274-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Pollution, Canada, Energy, Energy and Natural Ressources

ENERGY AND NATURAL
RESOURCES

Nuclear Hope aims to provide some thoughtful discussion to one of humanity’s greatest dilemmas.
How do you effectively deal with the most toxic substance the earth has to give? In most cases,
important discussions related to nuclear power are often reduced to simple “pro” and “con”
perspectives with little regard for the true complexity of the issues at hand.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/venice_technological_challenge_a196019_t.mp4

VENICE, THE TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGE

• Version: « Venise, la défi technologique »
[DVDA196-019] 1 x 52 minutes | 2018 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Architecture, Ancient History, Middles Ages, Building Construction, Engineering,

Europe

The sea level in Venice has increased drastically in the last century or so, threatening the very
existence of the city. Global warming and the harmful effects of tourism have amplified the
phenomenon of acqua alta (sudden rise in sea level), rendering the traditional responses of
inhabitants obsolete. It is urgent to act today. Projects conceived in laboratories across the globe are
joining forces to save the city. The film will take us on this extraordinary journey, the technological
and scientific struggle for the survival of Venice, a survival that has been in doubt from its very
construction.

ENGINEERING

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/fixing-nature#.Wyqu0i17SUk
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/fixingnature_water_a296s0301_t.mp4

FIXING NATURE

• Version: « Réparer la nature »• COLLECTION: « FIXING NATURE»
[DVDA296-S03] 3 x 52 minutes | 2017-2018 | $DVD A: 235/635 — $DVD B: 90/245
Cat: Climate Change , Earth Science , Natural Science
Pollution, global warming, desertification and the consequences of human and industrial activities
threaten the planet's resources increasingly every day. Scientists have been sounding the alarm for
years. But now committed researchers, who are passionate about science and nature, have decided
to tackle the problem head-on. Rather than standing by helplessly, witnessing the decline of the
biodiversity in every corner of the globe, they are down on the ground engaging in action to
safeguard the environment and preserve the fauna and flora around the world.

ENVIRONMENT

01. Water 02. Fire 03. Ground 04. Toxic Atmosphere

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/freightened-the-real-price-of-shipping#.V7YZHUtGxJQ
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/freightened_a284001_t.mp4

FREIGHTENED, THE REAL PRICE OF SHIPPING

• Version: « Cargos, la face cachée du fret »
[DVDA284-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Transport

ENVIRONMENT

Freightened, the Real Price of Shipping is a thrilling investigation carried out around the globe which
takes us behind the scenes of the sea shipping business, revealing the mechanics and perils of a
powerful, secret and highly unregulated industry that holds the key to our global economy, our
environment and the very model of our civilization. What is the real price of shipping? Who are the
key players of this global industry? And overall, what is its impact on the environment and on our
lives?
__________________________________________________________________________________
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NEW!

RESCUING CORAL REEF

• Version: « À la rescousse des coraux »
[DVDA296-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2019 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Ecology, Pollution, Sustainable Development, Natural Science, Earth Science
Coral reefs represent 0.2 % of the oceans, however it is inhabitated by 25% of all marine species. It
constitutes a richness for Humankind, providing food, protection and natural beauty. But the images
of colorful corals, full of life are getting rare. This documentary shows us the ways to protect them :
from already implemented and successful techniques to solutions being tested nowadays and
promising ideas still at early stage. We meet the researchers behind these innovations who are
racing the clock to save these unique ecosystems.

ENVIRONMENT

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/albis_mappa_mundi_a173039_t.mp4

ALBI'S MAPPA MUNDI–THE WORLD OF YESTERDAY

• Version: «La Mappa Mundi d’Albi - le monde d'hier »
[DVDA173-039] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Middles Ages
In an ancient town in the southwest of France lies a “treasure”: Albi’s Mappa Mundi. Dating from the
8th century and included in a manuscript, this map is the oldest known representation of the world
as a whole. How was it made? Why is its shape so particular? What exactly does it describe? What
was its purpose? To answer these questions, historians, paleographers and scientists conduct a
minute investigation and, step by step, the Mappa Mundi reveals its secrets.

GEOGRAPHY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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NEW!
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/bomb_andus_a198004_t.mp4

THE BOMB AND US, THE ATOMIC WEAPON TODAY

• Version: «La bombe et nous, l'arme atomique aujourd'hui »
[DVDA198-004] 1 x 70 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Contemporary History, Modern History, Conflicts and Resolutions, Geopolitics, Global

Politics, American History, Human Rights, United States

GEOPOLITICS

Nuclear warhead count: Russia 7290 | United States 7000 | France 300 | China 260 | United
Kingdom 215 | India 100-120 | Pakistan | 100-130 | Israel 80 | North Korea less than 10
Are we trapped by the proliferation of nuclear weapons worldwide? Can we live without them? Can
we see the world other than a balance of power sustained by nuclear threat? Is nuclear strength, a
guarantee of peace and stability? These questions have surrounded atomic weapons since their
creation, fueling the most terrible fears and dangerous threats. Those who created it showed early
hostility to the bomb that they had developed ... a paradox unlike any other.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/crude_pokergame_a173041_t.mp4

THE CRUDE POKER GAME

• Version: « Coup de poker sur le brut »
[DVDA173-041] 1 x 54 minutes | 2018 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Geopolitics
At the end of 2013, the price of a barrel of oil started to fall and within two years it had lost 70% of
its value. This downturn in oil could have been just one more event in the story of oil prices, but it
also revealed an incredible scenario. By becoming the planet’s largest producer of the black gold
because of their shale oil, the United States overturned the world order in oil that had prevailed
since the Second World War. In a major strategic change, the Americans were no longer dependent
on oil from their Saudi allies, who had come under suspicion following the September 11 attacks of
2001. To counter this power grab, Saudi Arabia engaged in a game of poker by producing surplus oil
in order to drive the price of a barrel as low as possible and bring off a triple coup: ruin the American
shale oil industry and weaken its worst enemies, Russia and Iran...

GEOPOLITICS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/who-benefits-from-the-camps#.WZcW7K17RTY
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/refugees_market_under_influence_a196017_t.mp4

REFUGEES, A MARKET UNDER INFLUENCE

• Version: « Réfugiés : un marché sous influence »
[DVDA196-017] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Emigration and Immigration, Geopolitics
For the vast majority of us, refugee camps respond to the needs of an emergency situation and yet
the reality of such camps is very different. Their multiplication around the world is a clear
demonstration that a situation regarded as “exceptional” is in fact, a system that is durable, lucrative
and long-term. It is a veritable market, in which state nations, international organisations and
investors all stand to gain. Through a close-up investigation of this invisible world, this documentary
takes a new look at contemporary migration...

GEOPOLITICS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/warning-how-intelligence-and-science-met-climate-change#.WaXDeK17RTY
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/warning_howintelligence_a259016_t.mp4

THE WARNING – HOW INTELLIGENCE AND SCIENCE MET CLIMATE CHANGE
• Version: « Espions pour la planète »
[DVDA259-016] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Climate Change , Geopolitics

GEOPOLITICS

This documentary tells the amazing and unknown story of how the world’s most powerful
intelligence service, the CIA, engaged in the controversial area of climate change and extreme
weather events in the immediate aftermath of the Cold War and partnered with its erstwhile
adversary, Russia’s main military intelligence organisation the GRU. A story full of high politics,
intelligence yarns and awesome science ensued...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/1961_road_to_freedom_a293003_t.mp4

1961, THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

• Version: « 1961, la route de l'égalité »
[DVDA296-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: American History, Human Rights, United States
The film follows the historic movement begun on May 4th, 1961 by a group of black and white civil
rights activists, the so called "Freedom Riders" who launched a series interstate bus trips into the
deep South to desegregate travel facilities. Brutally attacked, they eventually challenged the federal
government's inaction to reverse decades of segregation and provide equality for all.

HISTORY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/alpuxarras#.V53-dktGxJQ
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/alpuxarras_a285003_t.mp4

ALPUXARRAS

• Version: « Alpuxarras »
[DVDA285-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Middles Ages, Europe
Alpuxarras narrates the Muslim conquest of the Iberian Peninsula and the subsequent Christian
conquest, until the end of the expulsion of the Moriscos in the XVII century. Focusing on the
presence of the Muslims in Galicia and the forced colonization of the Alpuxarras by the Galicians, the
similarities between common traditions, today almost forgotten, are exposed. A look to Alpuxarras
allows us to know a past that is necessary to understand the present reality.

HISTORY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/in-the-eyes-of-the-pharaohs#.WbLzKq17SHs
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/in_the_eyes_of_the_pharaohs_a173038_t.mp4

IN THE EYES OF THE PHARAOHS

• Version: « Dans les yeux des Pharaons »
[DVDA173-038] 1 x 58 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Ancient History, Archaeology, Middle East

HISTORY

For archaeologists, the word “Eden” is what best describes Egypt. The Egyptian sands are an ongoing
source of new scientific discoveries such as one of the Seven Wonders of the World, the mythical
Lighthouse of Alexandria, destroyed by an earthquake in the fourteenth century. Today, visualizing
this unique work of art is a difficult challenge. In Thebes, a team of archaeologists sheds light on the
famous Ramesses (Ramses) II, the greatest of pharaohs...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/mustaphakemal_birthrepublic_a196022_t.mp4

MUSTAPHA KEMAL ATATÜRK, BIRTH OF A REPUBLIC

• Version: « Mustapha Kemal Ataturk- naissance d’une république »
[DVDA196-022] 1 x 52 minutes | 2005 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Modern History, Global Politics, Middle East
Fractured by the renewal of the Kurd conflict and the ongoing threat of Jihadists from Syria, Turkey is
undergoing a period of uncertainty and intense political and social tension. The failed coup d'etat of
the night of July 16th 2016 by a part of the army, intended to "restore freedom and democracy" is
highly illustrative of the divisions within Turkish society, increasingly subjected to the growing
authority of President Erdogan and his Islamo-conservative party, the AKP. So what remains today of
the heritage of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the founder of the Turkish republic, and a fervent advocate
of a secular state and social progress?

HISTORY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/operation-yellow-bird#.WQuNIUtGxJQ
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/operation_yellow_bird_a269006_t.mp4.mp4

OPERATION YELLOW BIRD

• Version: « Opération Yellow Bird »
[DVDA269-006] 1 x 62 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Modern History, Human Rights, Conflicts and Resolutions, Geopolitics, Asia
This investigative film returns 27 years after the Tiananmen massacre, to interview some of the
principal actors of the exfiltration. They reveal for the first time in front of a camera, the unknown
story behind the CIA’s implication in Operation Yellow Bird. An unprecedented story that still testifies
today to the harshness of the Chinese regime.

HISTORY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/hell-is-empty-all-the-devils-are-here#.XSOQgi0lCV4

NEW!
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/hell_isempty_alldevils_arehere_a269009_t.mp4

HELL IS EMPTY: ALL THE DEVILS ARE HERE

• Version: « Indiens du Dakota: un autre rêve américain »
[DVDA269-009] 1 x 54 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Pollution, Aboriginal Peoples, Communities

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

The MHA Nation sits in the middle of the Bakken Formation – the largest shale oil field in North
America. The reservation is surrounded by big oil exploration and fracking. While this presents
tremendous economic opportunity it also threatens the unity of the Nation. Tribal members have
sold off mineral rights and some sovereign land is also being developed. The reservation generates
over $2 billion a year in oil revenues and yet only $300 million comes to the tribe. Incredible wealth
sits side by side with generational poverty as do greed and hope. Will the oil boom save the tribe or
will it destroy their future?
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/ashbal_children_of_isis_a259017_t.mp4

ASHBAL, CHILDREN OF ISIS

• Version: « Ashbal, les lionceaux de Califat »
[DVDA259-017] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Human Rights, Conflicts and Resolutions, Children and Youth, Middle East
The members of the Islamic State call them “lion cubs.” They are between 4 and 16 years old.
They’ve spent many months in military and religious training camps where they were subjected to
brainwashing and abuse. Some have managed to escape and are now living in Turkey or in Europe.
Children of ISIS is a rare documentary that captures their stories. These witnesses describe life in the
Islamic State’s military and religious training camps for children...

LAW AND JUSTICE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/democracy_gullible_a263002_t.mp4

DEMOCRACY OF THE GULLIBLE, THE INTERNET PARADOX

• Version: «La démocratie des crédules, le paradoxe de l'Internet »
[DVDA263-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Media and Communications
Why do the myths of the plot invade the minds of our contemporaries? Why does the treatment of
politics tend to become "peoplelising"? Why are traditional scientists and media now suspicious?
How, in a general way, imaginary or invented facts, even frankly false, succeed more than ever in
carving out a place of choice in our media circles? Inspired by Gérald Bronner's hit book, The
Democracy of the Gullible, the film questions the unprecedented springboard that the Internet offers
to "complotists" to the detriment of the word "experts"...

MEDIA &
COMMUNICATIONS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/gamers-beyond-the-game#.WRySxktGxJQ
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/gamers_a293001_t.mp4

GAMERS, BEYOND THE GAME

• Version: « Gamers : Au-delà du jeu »
[DVDA293-001] 1 x 90 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Medicine, Lifestyles, Recreation and Leisure
From their living rooms to international championship, a new generation of gamers is defining the
future of e-sports. This film follows three players at their gaming peak.Their goal is to become world
champions. Video games first appeared over 50 years ago. Today, video gaming is on its way to
becoming the biggest cultural industry in the world...

MEDIA &
COMMUNICATIONS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/how_i_became_invisible_a212012_t.mp4

HOW I BECAME INVISIBLE

• Version: « Comment je suis devenue invisible »
[DVDA212-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Media and Communications

MEDIA &
COMMUNICATIONS

Camera, tracking, data, homeland security, NSA… Can we really escape technological control? How
do we become invisible in today? Bugged, watched, tracked, Alexandra Ranz travels the world
searching for new techniques to rid herself of private life intrusions, to erase her personal data from
the Internet and be totally free again. This documentary gives you the keys of Internet surveillance...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/such_a_fan_a259-12_t.mp4

SUCH A FAN!

• Version: « Tellement Fan! »
[DVDA259-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Media and Communications, Lifestyles, Recreation and Leisure
Confined - not so long ago - to the shadows of the pit at concerts, fans are now in the limelight.
Acting as creators, marketing tools for their stars, or lifestyle initiators, fans are not “hysterical”
individuals to be ridiculed. They are major players in the world of pop culture!
MEDIA &
COMMUNICATIONS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/aids_countdown_to_cure_a296009_t.mp4

AIDS: A COUNTDOWN TO A CURE

• Version: « SIDA, à quand son éradication? »
[DVDA296-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Security and Prevention
According to experts, the AIDS epidemic is now halted but its eradication is nowhere near its end.
AIDS, a Countdown to a Cure is a scientific investigation into the heart of the most advanced
laboratories in Europe and the USA, and the medical revolution that is taking place that will set an
end to this devastating virus.
Warning: Scenes of nudity

MEDICINE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/autists_place_amongthe_others_a259011_t.mp4

AUTISTS: A PLACE AMONG THE OTHERS?

• Version: « Autistes: une place parmi les autres? »
[DVDA259-011] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Medicine, Psychology and Psychiatry, Therapeutics and Pharmacology, Diseases,

Disorders and Disabilities

MEDICINE

Autism remains a mystery. However, the fact that there is no medical treatment is an absolute
certainty. There is no solution for autism. People with autism will live with this disorder all their life
and societies are all facing the same question: how to take care of them?...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/dear_anorexia_a259019_t.mp4

DEAR ANOREXIA

• Version: « Chère anorexie »
[DVDA259-019] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Psychology and Psychiatry, Men,

Women

Despite the fact that there have been many changes over time in the way anorexia is viewed on a
societal, cultural and medical level, the condition remains an enigma. This film is presented in the
form of an international investigation into the way the condition is evolving and the way in which
anorexia and its treatment take on the interpretations of their era. What is anorexia nervosa? Is it a
form of hysteria or psychosis, an addiction or a borderline state? A perversion? A hormonal
disorder? A neurological disorder? An eating disorder? A body-image disorder?

MEDICINE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/tracking_zika_a173037_t.mp4

TRACKING ZIKA

• Version: « Sur le fil de Zika »
[DVDA173-037] 1 x 54 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities
Zika, a cute little name of a forest in Uganda has become synonymous with a mosquito-born
flavivirus that was identified there in 1947. Virtually forgotten until 2013 when an outbreak of 10 000
cases was reported in French Polyniesia, the virus has taken a worldwide spotlight. In October 2015,
Brazil reported an association between Zika virus infection and microcephaly. The film travels to
French Polynesia into the heart of the difficult combat against the Zika virus.

MEDICINE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/bacterial_world_a173035_t.mp4

BACTERIAL WORLD — MICROBES THAT RULE OUR WORLD

• Version: «Le monde bactérie — Ces microbes qui nous gouvernent »
[DVDA173-035] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Natural Science

NATURAL SCIENCE

They are on the ocean surface and in the abyss, in soil and plants, not to mention the intestines of
insects and large mammals, including humans. They are bacteria, and they are present in every
corner of our planet. Are we aware that among the billions of bacteria that exist on earth, less than
1% of them are pathogenic?
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Cat

▼

C
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/mosquitoes-on-the-rise#.Vz3WyEtGxJQ

.50

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/mosquitoes_rise_a173033_t.mp4

MOSQUITOES ON THE RISE

• Version: « Dans l’oeil du moustique »
[DVDA173-033] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Natural Science
The film, Mosquitoes on the Rise, takes us to Brazil, Africa, Southeast Asia and Southern Europe in
search of 4 types of mosquitoes: Aedes Aegypti (Yellow fever), Anopheles Gambiae (Malaria), Culex
Tritaeniorhynchus (Japanese encephalitis) and Aedes Albopictus (Yellow Fever and Zika virus). Each
of these mosquitoes is capable of transmitting viruses and dangerous parasites to humans and
because of environmental changes, often caused by human activity, as well as a multitude of means
of transportation, they are spreading to new territories and threaten new found populations...

NATURAL SCIENCE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ai-your-new-brain#.Wyq2KS17SUk

NEW!

.51

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/ai_yournew_brain_a296010_t.mp4

AI, YOUR NEW BRAIN

• Version: « IA, votre nouveau cerveau »
[DVDA296-010] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Computers, New Technologies
Deep Learning is a radical and recent revolution in engineering. It allows computer systems to better
analyse and interpret large volumes of data. By using deep neural networks, computers can analyse,
understand and respond to complex situations as quickly as men. It is a decisive step in the way
machines learn to represent the world as humans do. Deep Learning brings back to the forefront the
search for artificial intelligence.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/dna-superdoc#.WZ8Wra17RTY

.52

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/dna_superdoc_a296005_t.mp4

DNA, SUPERDOCTOR

• Version: « ADN Supermédecin »
[DVDA296-005] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Medicine, Natural Science, New Technologies

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

DNA Superdoc uncovers the story behind this biotechnological breakthrough. Immense progress in
genetics has enabled several genetic diseases to be identified and diagnosed. Through a detailed
field survey, expert interviews and CGI (computer generated imagery) re-enactments, you will
discover how genetics will radically change medicine in the 21st century.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Cat

▼

C
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/dream-the-future#.V7YDqUtGxJQ

.53

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/dream_future_energy_a284s0105_t.mp4

DREAM THE FUTURE

• Version: « Rêver le futur »• COLLECTION: « DREAM THE FUTURE»
[DVDA284-S01] 10 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/2 000 — $DVD B: 90/765
Cat: Food, Fashion and Costume , Music, Education, Medicine, Sexuality, Sports, Building

Construction, Transport, Energy and Natural Resources, Architecture

What will the world look like in the future ? How will today’s discoveries and research impact our
everyday lives in 2050? What answers will they bring us in response to current economical,
ecological and cultural challenges ? With its futuristic, high-tech visual identity, Dream the Future
takes us around the world to acquaint us with the future innovations that will transform our
everyday lives.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

01. Sports of the Future 02. Transportation of the Future 03. Food of the Future 04. School of the Future 05. Energy of the
Future 06. Homes of the Future 07. Medicine of the Future 08. Fashion of the Future 09. Music of the Future 10. Sex of
the Future

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/future-of-cancer-closer-to-a-cure#.WZ8_Q617RTY

.54

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/future_cancer_a296008_t.mp4

THE FUTURE OF CANCER: CLOSER TO A CURE

• Version: « Cancer, quelles thérapies pour demain? »
[DVDA296-008] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, New Technologies
Cancer is the leading cause of death in the world with 8 million deaths and 14 million new cases each
year. The new century has brought hope to cancer patients as dying from cancer has now dropped
by 20% in modern societies. The challenge remains to eradicate the disease completely and thanks
to therapeutic innovations such as preventive vaccines, targeted cancer therapies, immunotherapies,
and nanotechnologies, scientists are offering a new promise of hope.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/global-thermostat#.XAgkmi17SV4

NEW!

.55

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/global_thermostat_a242014_t.mp4

GLOBAL THERMOSTAT

• Version: « Thermostat climatique »
[DVDA242-014] 1 x 52 minutes | 2018 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Climate Change , New Technologies

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Scientists are testing new geo-engineering technologies - the modification of the earth's climate on a
large scale - that, according to them, will be able to limit the effects of global warming, or even cool
the planet. The capturing of CO2 in the atmosphere through artificial tree forests or reflecting
sunlight by creating a shield in the mesosphere are some of the new technologies being tested. What
are these processes? How do they work? Is it really already possible? Tested in the laboratory, will
they work on a large scale? What are the risks for the planet?
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Cat

▼

C
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/you-have-been-hacked#.Wyu8Ui17SUk

NEW!

.56

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/hackme_ifyoucan_a296011_t.mp4

HACK ME IF YOU CAN

• Version: « Vous avez été hacké »
[DVDA296-011] 1 x 62 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Criminology, Computers, New Technologies
A lifesaving investigation at a time when cyber-security has become an emerency. How to survive in
the Internet pirates' jungle ? How to browse websites witout having its passwords and email
addresses stolen ? This exclusive documentary explore the techniques implemented to recover your
personal data and how to protect them.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/hack-me-if-you-can-tales-from-the-digital-battlefield#.WZ74ea17RTY

.57

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/hack_me_if_you_can_a296001_t.mp4

HACK ME IF YOU CAN - TALES FROM THE DIGITAL BATTLEFIELD

• Version: « Cyber guérilla 2.0 »
[DVDA296-001] 1 x 45 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Criminology, Computers, New Technologies
A total immersion in the world of the dark web and the new battlefield created by the internet.
Terrorist attacks, hybrid conflict in eastern Europe, hot war in the Middle East, lawless zones, arms
and drug trafficking, confrontations between secret services, electronic bank robbery, the depths of
the web are a new key piece in redefining the chess board of the world.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/hackers-makers#.WZ77QK17RTY

.58

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/hackers_makers_a296002_t.mp4

HACKERS / MAKERS

• Version: « Hackers, makers, la science des amateurs »
[DVDA296-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Computers, New Technologies
A new movement is about to transform our daily lives permanently: the "Makers movement".
Inspired by Hackers, who are more concerned with software, the Makers manipulate molecules,
electronics, and materials such as wood or plastic to create open-source hardware. Who are these
inspired DIYs?

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/human-the-future-of-our-senses#.XV6w-S17SV4

NEW!

.59

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/humanp_sight_a266s0202_t.mp4

HUMAN +: THE FUTURE OF OUR SENSES

• Version: « Human +: le futur de nos sens »• COLLECTION: « HUMAN +: THE FUTURE OF OUR
SENSES»
[DVDA266-S02] 5 x 49 minutes | 2019 | $DVD A: 235/1 060 — $DVD B: 90/405
Cat: New Technologies

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

"Human + The Future of Our Senses" brings viewers into the enigmatic world of scientists,
researchers, and entrepreneurs who are revolutionizing the way people see, touch, taste, hear, and
smell. Each episode delves into the awe-inspiring and emotional stories of people whose lives are
being transformed through some of the most cutting-edge advances in technology of the five senses:
touch, sight, hearing, taste and smell.
01. Touch 02. Sight 03. Hearing 04. Taste and Smell 05. Orchestra of the Senses

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Cat

▼

C
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/augmented-h-umanity#.WZ8XVa17RTY

.60

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/humanity_augmented_a296006_t.mp4

HUMANITY AUGMENTED

• Version: « Humanité Augmentée »
[DVDA296-006] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: New Technologies, Robotics
The film, H+umanity Augmented takes us from the USA to Japan and into the heart of secret labs of
the most borderline scientists in the world who are trying to push the boundaries of life through
technology. Robotics is an important step, but the future of our species is not in a massive
substitution by robots, on the contrary, robotics and technology must be used to improve the human
being. Will we lose control of this new technology?

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/neo-tokyo-the-future-of-vr#.WZ8Xz617RTY

.61

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/neo_tokyo_future_in_vr_a296007_t.mp4

NEO TOKYO, THE FUTURE IN VR

• Version: « Neo Tokyo, le futur en VR »
[DVDA296-007] 1 x 52 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Media and Communications, New Technologies
Tokyo metro trains are packed with passengers who are all using VR headsets for travelling through
the city. If this scene seems surrealistic today, it is quite possible that it will soon become as common
as having a train full of people watching their cell phones. You can say the VR craze has already
begun!

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/tesla-s-children#.WbL1bq17SHs

.62

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/tesla_children_a277004_t.mp4

TESLA'S CHILDREN

[DVDA277-004] 1 x 45 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 195/ — $DVD B: 80/
Cat: New Technologies, Science & Technology
Tesla's Children follows five outside-the-box thinkers/mavericks, who are not only changing the
existing scientific paradigm, but are overthrowing it in several unique ways. The inventors are
connected by an inspiration to iconic pioneer Nikola Tesla, a Serbian inventor who immigrated to
America to work with Thomas Edison. Although Tesla was a genius responsible for such inventions as
fluorescent lighting, remote control, robots, helicopter airplanes, particlebeam weapons,
hydroelectric power system, wireless communication and the induction motor...

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/who-is-driving-the-car#.XWaVDi17SV4

.63

NEW!

WHO'S DRIVING THE CAR?

• Version: « Qui conduit la voiture? »
[DVDA296-013] 1 x 52 minutes | 2019 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Computers, Engineering, New Technologies

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Driving is already outdated ! Far more than a simple technological innovation, the autonomous car is
a true Trojan horse. Just as Uber turned the world of taxis upside down, it should also disrupt the
world of cars, transports and urban space. With autonomous cars, a new hierarchy of transport
players is coming and is going to change our world.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Cat

▼

C
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/bashar-the-master-of-chaos#.WQuOXUtGxJQ

.64

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/bashar_a269007_t.mp4.mp4

BASHAR, THE MASTER OF CHAOS

• Version: « Bachar, moi ou le chaos »
[DVDA269-007] 1 x 60 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Biography, Modern History, Conflicts and Resolutions, Geopolitics, Global Politics,

Middle East

While Syria is in the grip of a bloody war that has lasted more than five years, this documentary takes
a close look at this country's strongman: Bashar al-Assad. What are the origins of this man who holds
part of the world’s destiny in his hands? ISIS, international jihadism, chaos in the Middle East, the
refugee crisis: all these challenges partly converge in Damascus...

POLITICAL SCIENCE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/decoding-isis#.V6OE8EtGxJQ

.65

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/decoding_isis_a286001_t.mp4

DECODING ISIS

[DVDA286-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Violence and Abuse, Media and Communications, Conflicts and Resolutions
Each of the Islamic State's terrifying actions is accompanied by carefully staged videos whose
purpose is horrifying the Western audiences on the evening news and inflaming the Muslim ones.
Before being a war machine, ISIS was a huge machine of propaganda employing over 100 Western
technicians, with 40 broadcasters and professional production companies. But what lands on our
screens is only a tiny part of the hundreds of clips uploaded daily...

POLITICAL SCIENCE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/divided-korea#.VhJf4UtGwb8

.66

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/dividedkorea_a259s04_t.mp4

DIVIDED KOREA

• Version: « Corée: l'impossible réunification »• COLLECTION: « DIVIDED KOREA»
[DVDA259-S04] 2 x 55 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/425 — $DVD B: 90/160
Cat: Conflicts and Resolutions, Geopolitics, Government, Social Issues, Asia
For 60 years, Korea has been divided into two diametrically opposed societies. Can the reunification
of the two Koreas be achieved without the consent of the great powers and their local interests?
What if the solution was to come from the Korean's themselves.
POLITICAL SCIENCE

01. One Nation, Two Countries 02. So Close Yet so Far

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/when-siberia-will-be-chinese#.V5oPWUtGxJQ

.67

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/when_siberia_be_chinese_a242012_t.mp4

WHEN SIBERIA WILL BE CHINESE

• Version: « Quand la Sibérie sera chinoise »
[DVDA242-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Geopolitics, Global Politics

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Initially belonging to China, Eastern Siberia became Russian after the defeat of the Middle Kingdom
by Nicolas I, in the nineteenth century. Today, as Russia has moved to annex the Crimea will China do
the same with Siberia? Some 7 million Russian and 148 million Chinese are living along this border
and little by little, the Chinese are crossing over the Amur River to settle on the Russian side. The
makings of a peaceful invasion that worries Russian diplomacy.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Cat

▼

C
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/body-language

BEST-SELLER!

.68

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/body_language_a83012_t.mp4

BODY LANGUAGE

• Version: « Ce corps qui parle »
[DVDA83-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Media and Communications
What is the connection between the smile of the Mona Lisa and the behaviour of a terrorist?
Discover the secrets of nonverbal behaviour in Body Language, as experts in the USA, Canada and
Europe pioneer the use of new technology to decipher our unconscious messages. control.
PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82562?preview=true#.VXcNQUtGwb9

BEST-SELLER!

.69

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/empathy_hearts_intelligence_a242009_t.mp4

EMPATHY, THE HEART'S INTELLIGENCE

• Version: « Entre toi et moi l'empathie »
[DVDA242-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry
What makes human beings social, able to see another’s point of view, while still remaining
ourselves? Where do we get the pleasure of exchanging, helping each other and doing things
together?.. Empathy is both the emotional ability to feel that which the other feels and the cognitive
ability to understand emotions, desires and intentions in order to adopt a point of view.

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/head-first#.XPphUi0lCV4

NEW!

.70

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/head_first_a83017_t.mp4

HEAD FIRST: A SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR BIPOLAR DISORDER

• Version: « Tenir tête: guide de survie en phases maniaque et dépressive »
[DVDA83-017] 1 x 78 minutes | 2019 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Psychology and Psychiatry

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

Head First (Tenir tête) tells the story of three people’s journeys into mental illness and back. Louis
was the drummer of the band Les Sinners, a private detective and a drug addict. Frédérique is a
talented but not always sensible photographer. Mathieu Arsenault is the filmmaker and a father, half
angel, half demon. What unites them is their bipolar affective disorder. They have experienced the
ecstasies of psychosis and the abysses of depression. They have found their way back after hitting
rock bottom. Today, in full control of their lives, they tell their stories to fight prejudice and give
hope to all those who struggle with mental illness, while the partners and family members who
supported them tell their side of the story.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Cat

▼

C
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/a-world-without#.WZ9Bsa17RTY

.71

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/world_without_a296s02_t.mp4

A WORLD WITHOUT...

• Version: «Un monde sans... »• COLLECTION: «A WORLD WITHOUT...»
[DVDA296-S02] 4 x 52 minutes | 2013-2017 | $DVD A: 235/845 — $DVD B: 90/325
Cat: Sustainable Development, Astronomy and Space Science, Earth Science , Natural

Science, New Technologies

What would a world without our much-needed forests look like? What would happen if all germs
disappeared from our planet? What would be the face of a world deprived of one of its worst
parasites, the mosquitoe, responsible for several million deaths a year? What would happen if we
were, one day, deprived of our satellites?
The series A World without... examines what our world would look like without the things we take
for granted.

SCIENCE

01. A World Without Satellites 02. A World Without Forests 03. A World Without Microbes 04. A World Without
Mosquitoes

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/djihad-counter-offensive#.V5IzJktGxJQ

.72

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/jihad_counter_offensive_a242011_t.mp4

JIHAD, COUNTER-OFFENSIVE

• Version: « Djihad, les contrefeux »
[DVDA242-011] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Violence and Abuse, Children and Youth
How do you de-radicalize kids caught up in the djihad web? How do you help their parents? Djihad,
Counter-Offensive looks at how social workers, imams, educators, parents and de-radicalized youth
are working to create alternatives and present concrete ways to counter radicalization.
SECURITY AND
PREVENTION

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/intersex#.Wx_XAi17SHs

NEW!

.73

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/intersex_a196018_t.mp4

INTERSEX

• Version: « Entre deux sexes »
[DVDA196-018] 1 x 57 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Sexuality, Men, Sexual Diversity , Women

SEXUALITY

Neither a girl nor a boy, or a little of both…The interesexes from an invisible community that does
not have any real legal, social or even medical status. Is it a pathology, an anomaly, or a difference
among many? In civil status in any case, there are only two boxes to check : masculine or feminine.
So, should we assign a sex to these babies by operating them from birth? This is still the case in
France, where every year, out of 2000 children, irreversible surgeries are perfomed. Luck or curse?
__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

C
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82979?preview=true#.WJT83ktGxJQ

.74

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/asian_maids_a173036_t.mp4.mp4

ASIAN MAIDS, INVISIBLE MODERN SLAVES

• Version: « Petites bonnes Asiatiques, invisibles esclaves modernes »
[DVDA173-036] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Workers and Unions, Social Issues, Women, Asia
In Asia and in the Middle East, in the privacy of many family homes and hidden from the eyes of the
law, live over 15 million housekeepers who are victims of modern slavery. Exploited at will, abused
and sometimes raped, these invisible women are the sacrificed workers of the global economy.
States, institutions and middlemen...are not interested in change, despite a smouldering spirit of
revolt.

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/pink-attitude-princesses-pop-stars-girl-culture#.VhWIgEtGwb9

BEST-SELLER!

.75

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/pink_attitude_princesses_popstars_girlpower__a196009_t.mp4

PINK ATTITUDE : PRINCESSES, POP STARS & GIRL POWER

• Version: « Princesses, Pop Stars & Girl Power 2014 »
[DVDA196-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Children and Youth, Lifestyles, Women
Cheerful, bubbly and colourful, the Girlie-Girl Culture is an unavoidable phenomenon of our western
society. This ambiguous and popular culture-both angelic and demoniac constantly oscillates
between two extreme images of women: the little girl and the temptress, ingénue, predator...
Welcome to the land of Girly-Girl Culture.

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ball#.VzTm-0tGxJQ

.76

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/ball_a277003_t.mp4

THE BALL

[DVDA277-003] 1 x 75 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Communities, Sports
The Ball is a 5 part documentary that explores mankind’s most simple and perfect game. Long before
the invention of football as we know it, the ball has been kicked around the globe by many different
cultures. Travelling through Myanmar, Thailand, Germany, Ireland and Brazil, each 15-minute
episode celebrates the beauty and history of traditional games in contrasting societies.
SPORTS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
SITE
URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/quest-for-the-perfect-athlete#.V6NgzUtGxJQ

.77

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/quest_forthe_perfect_athlete_a259010_t.mp4

THE QUEST FOR THE PERFECT ATHLETE

• Version: « À la recherche du sportif parfait »
[DVDA259-010] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Sports

SPORTS

The performance of athletes has evolved considerably over the last twenty years, and the
extraordinary talent of certain super-trained, veritable winning-machines is intriguing
neuroscientists. As a result of technological progress, scientists now have the tools to be able to
understand exactly what lies behind the talent of these unstoppable champions...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/degrowth_myth_abundance_a285001_t.mp4

DEGROWTH, FROM THE MYTH OF ABUNDANCE TO VOLUNTARY SIMPLICITY
[DVDA285-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Lifestyles, Sustainable Development

This documentary tackles the big question of economic growth in a finite world from the point of
view of a social and deeply ecological movement known as Degrowth... This documentary juxtaposes
two worlds. The world as it is now, a world of desire, of ‘having’ and ‘always more’. But another
world is on its way, a world of ‘being’, aware of the limits of the biosphere, where the so-called
‘conscientious objectors to growth’ work together to build a socio-economic alternative...

SUSTAINABLE
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▼
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/longyearbyen_a292002_t.mp4

LONGYEARBYEN, A BIPOLAR CITY

• Version: « Longyearbyen, ville bipolaire »
[DVDA292-002] 1 x 57 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Climate Change , Pollution, Sustainable Development, Energy and Natural Resources,

Europe

In the Arctic, the Norwegian city of Longyearbyen, extracts coal for one hundred years as an energic
and economic source, which stirs many environmental paradoxes. In 2015, the mayor election year,
the coal prices fall and the issue of sustainable development starts to emerge in the minds.
According to some scientists, politicians and city locals, Longyearbyen is now facing a race against
the clock.
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http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/women_forthe_planet_a259009_t.mp4

WOMEN FOR THE PLANET

• Version: « Femmes pour la planète »
[DVDA259-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Agri-Environment, Economy, Sustainable Development, Urbanism, Women

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

Six women. Amy, Heike, Ida, Merethe, Otaciana and Pabitra. They live in Canada, Germany,
Argentina, Denmark, Nepal and Brazil. They have never met each other, but have many things in
common. Although they are neither activists nor intellectuals, they all possess a sense of urgency in
the face of the deterioration of our planet, which they see as a threat to the future of their children,
and to humanity in general...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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